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NOTICE:
SOME OF THESE LINKS LEAD TO GRAPHIC PICTURES OF WAR
At Tokyo War Crimes Trial, the two-page document known as the “Kill-All Policy” (Exhibit 2015) was admitted
by the court into evidence on 9 January 1947. Its English translation, in pertinent part, is as follows:
The time and method of this disposition are as follows:
• The Time.
Although the basic aim is to act under superior orders individual disposition [decisions by local prisoncamp commandants] may be made in the following circumstances.
(a) When an uprising of large numbers [of POWs] cannot be suppressed without the use of firearms.
(b) When escapees from the camp may turn into a hostile fighting force.
• 2. The Methods.
(a) Whether they [the POWs] are destroyed individually or in groups or however it is done, with mass
bombing, poisonous smoke, poisons, drowning, decapitation, or what, dispose of them as the
situation dictates.
(b) In any case it is the aim not to allow the escape of a single one, to annihilate them all, and not
to leave any traces.
Beyond such a policy (where local commandants could decide whether to execute Allied prisoners of war),
photographs taken by liberating troops (or captured from defeated soldiers) reveal other atrocities.
Beheading prisoners, bayoneting Filipinos and their families, and torturing people (including women) were part
of the occupiers’ wartime strategy of fear and intimidation:
Allied soldiers and Filipino guerillas were often made to dig their own graves before they were beheaded in
front of their colleagues.
Sometimes prisoners of war were executed while they were behind bars.
Seeing pictures of POWs today, one can easily understand why they called themselves “Ghost Soldiers.”

Even Filipino children were not spared, including those who were bayoneted from behind.
Liberators found both women and men who had been tortured.
One hundred ﬁfty Cabanatuan prisoners, serving as slave laborers, were transferred to the Puerto Princesa
prison camp on Palawan Island. For 2½ years they worked to build an air strip.
On 14 December 1944, after Americans landed on Mindoro (the next large island north of Palawan) - and two
days before other American forces, ﬁghting in Europe, were surprised by a major German oﬀensive known as
"Battle of the Bulge" - Japanese commanders at the Palawan prison camp decided to brutally execute all the
prisoners. Eleven escaped.
On 7 January 1945, Private First-Class Eugene Nielsen (one of the eleven escapees) briefed an Army
intelligence oﬃcer on the massacre. Horriﬁed, the oﬃcer heard the gruesome story:
Hundreds of men died after they were forced into subterranean air-raid trenches, doused with
gasoline and torched while still alive.
Most of those who escaped the incineration were shot or bayoneted. Nielsen, after jumping from the pit, hiding
in garbage and dodging bullets aimed at him, swam nearly nine hours to safety.
To prevent another Palawan Massacre, elite Allied forces (Alamo Scouts and members of the 6th Ranger
Battalion) cooperated with local Filipinos to undertake World War II’s most daring prisoner-of-war rescue: “The
Great Raid.”
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Japan's Kill-All Policy, Page 2
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Japanese Occupation of the Philippines - Beheadings
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Ghost Soldiers of the Philippines
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Filipino Children Killed During Massacre
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Japanese Occupation of the Philippines - Mortal Wounds
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Japanese Occupation of the Philippines - Women Tortured
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Japanese Occupation of the Philippines - Manila Rampage
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Map Showing Mindoro Island
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American Landing at Mindoro Island
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Battle of the Bulge - Historic Footage
Clip of historic footage from Universal Newsreels, online courtesy U.S. National Archives.
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Bastogne Relieved - Hitler Loses Ardennes Oﬀensive
Refueling the King Tigers took a very long time. Defending against the advancing tanks, Allies were able to blow-up their fuel supplies before the Germans could help themselves to much-needed petrol.
Unable to achieve his objective, in the Northern Shoulder of the Ardennes, Joachim Peiper and his tank division (referred to as Kampfgruppe Peiper) could not break through Allied lines. Instead of making his way to
Antwerp, and then to the North Sea, Peiper sought - and received - permission to abandon his assigned mission. He was also forced to blow-up 80 of his own tanks.
Such developments psychologically impacted the conﬁdence of many German troops who had earlier believed they would win the battle.
For awhile, Germany still held the upper hand in the southern area of ﬁghting. Six thousand men, of the 101st Airborne, were still besieged in Bastogne. General George S. Patton, however, was determined to get
them out.
Feared by the Germans, Patton was inspirational and professional. He led his Third Army north, racing to lift the siege of Bastogne. Upwards of 50,000 men - and a great deal of equipment - were sent on the
mission.
A well-prepared leader, Patton had previously paid careful attention to intelligence reports. Suspicious that the Germans were up to something two months before the Ardennes Oﬀensive began, he was ready to turn
his army around within forty-eight hours.
On December 26 (see this guide to military map symbols), the Allied troops in Bastogne were relieved. A month later, the entire Ardennes Oﬀensive - the largest German attack in Western Europe - was over.
Although the battle (which included dogﬁghts, weather permitting) initially seemed like a win-in-the-making for Hitler, the entire operation turned into a devastating defeat. Among other serious problems, Germany
lost some of her best men and equipment.
From the Allied standpoint, as Churchill noted, most of the telegrams about dead or wounded soldiers were delivered to American homes. As a result, the Ardennes Oﬀensive remains an important part of U.S. history.
Nearly three months to the day after Germany's defeat in the Battle of the Bulge, Hitler shot himself as the Soviet Army moved ever closer to his Fuhrer Bunker in Berlin.
Can we summarize what went wrong from the German perspective? Can we summarize what went right for the Allies?
To answer those questions, let's review information from the U.S. Army's Center for Military History (with footnotes omitted):
On the third day of the attack the German armor began to acquire momentum; the greatest gains made by the armored spearhead columns actually were achieved during the night of 18 December. With the way
west thus clearing, the German mass maneuver behind the armored columns picked up speed on 19 December, this day representing the most rapid movement of the entire oﬀensive.
Yet even now the bulk of German armored weight was not forward nor operating with the speed and mobility expected of armor. For this reason the Fifth Panzer Army was assigned the task of exploitation, in place of
the Sixth, on 20 December.
The oﬀensive had gone out of control, and now would follow a series of haphazard improvisations. Why had the German armored mass failed to come forward as planned? These reasons seem paramount:
•
The initial American defense had been more tenacious than anticipated; complete and rapid rupture of the defensive positions had not been achieved.
•
Tactical support and logistic transport had not kept pace with the advance of the combat formations.
•
Close operational control and ﬂuidity of movement for the mass of maneuver required free use of the road net in the salient. This had been denied the attacker, most notably at Bastogne and St. Vith but at other
points as well.
•
The ﬂanks of the salient had not been brought forward to keep pace with the drive in the center; the shoulders of the salient had jammed.
•
The operational build-up of the forces in the salient had taken place so slowly as to deny real depth to the attack.
•
The tactical reaction of the American forces and their commitment of reserves had been more rapid than anticipated.
... The one thing that a high command can do in modern war to inﬂuence the battle once it is joined is to allocate reserves. Hitler and Jodl repeated in 1944 the mistake made by Ludendorﬀ during the Amiens battle
of 1918 when the latter failed to throw in the reserves needed to exploit the unexpected success of the Eighteenth Army. Speciﬁcally, Hitler and the OKW [Oberkommando der Wehrmacht - that is, per the glossary,
the Armed Forces High Command] staﬀ failed to recognize that the only real hope of success, after the Sixth Panzer Army failure, was to reinforce Manteuﬀel and the Fifth.
The story on the American side was quite diﬀerent, surprisingly so to Hitler and his entourage who held as an article of faith that the American commanders, for political reasons, would make no major troop
movements, particularly if these involved the British, without prior reference to the White House and Downing Street.
This attitude probably explains the German estimate that no major units would be committed by the defense until the third day and that the Allied build-up of a counterattack force would be made west of the Meuse.
Not only did the German planners fail to comprehend the degree of initiative that training and tradition have placed in the hands of American corps and army commanders, they also misunderstood the American
doctrine, largely unwritten but universally accepted, that major formations having no pre-battle relationship may, under ﬂuid conditions, unite on the ﬁeld after the battle is joined.
Hitler seems to have made another and important personal miscalculation, namely that the weak German forces holding the sectors of the Western Front north and south of the Ardennes still retained suﬃcient
strength to grapple the American divisions opposite them, and that the Allied commanders would therefore hesitate to weaken their forces in these sectors by stripping away divisions to meet the German attack.
When did the German armies lose the initiative in the Ardennes?
As early as 20 December there are indications that small clouds of niggling doubt were present in the minds of some of the German ﬁeld commanders, this because of the Sixth Panzer Army's failure to adhere to the
oﬀensive timetable.
By 24 December the crippling impact of Allied air attack, resumed the previous day as the weather broke, was clearly discernible. Then, too, the course of the ground battle on that date was equally adverse.
The counterattack by the Third Army menaced the whole southern ﬂank of the German salient, while the XLVII Panzer Corps, now leading the Fifth Panzer drive, was so lone and exposed that the corps commander
recommended a withdrawal of his forward elements until such time as the German ﬂanks at the tip of the salient could be covered.
This combination of threats in the air and on the ground led the Fifth Panzer Army commander to conclude on 24 December that "the objective could no longer be attained."
It is a truism that morale is a governing factor in war. Christmas in the Ardennes, 1944, very clearly is a case in point.
Brig. Gen. S. L. A. Marshall has graphically described the mood of the American troops in Bastogne on the Holy Evening and shown the somber aspect of nostalgia on the part of men engaged in the grim business of
war, far from home and loved ones. But in the German camp the sixth Christmas of the war seems to have made a truly indelible impression.
The ﬁeld postmaster for Luettwitz' corps remarks on the decline in the amount of Christmas mail reaching the front - particularly gift parcels. The German Army newspaper bitterly features a story on the Christmas
gift presented by a Spanish restaurateur to Goering - a large supply of caviar. And the commander of the 276th Volks Grenadier Division, whose unit fought its hardest battle on Christmas Day, expresses the hope
that in the ultimate withdrawal to the cover of the West Wall his troops will be able to recapture the Christmas spirit.
The German Christmas traditionally was celebrated on two days, the 25th and 26th, and at this emotional nadir of war-weary soldiery the German armies in the Ardennes sustained a series of crushing reverses: The
left wing of the Seventh Army was driven back to the Sauer River, over which it had crossed ten days before; the German ring around Bastogne was broken by Patton's troops; the 2d Panzer Division received orders
to escape from the Celles pocket; and throughout the day of the 26th a developing "crisis" in supply and communications was noted in the journal at the headquarters of OB WEST [Oberbefehlshaber West - that is,
Commander in Chief West or his headquarters].
At 1915 on 26 December General Krebs, Model's chief of staﬀ, made an appraisal of the German situation, "Today a certain culminating point [has been reached]."
It may be concluded that by the evening of 26 December the initiative had passed from German to American hands. Before this time the American and Allied forces had reacted to German designs and had
abandoned their own. From this point in time the German attacker would be oﬀ balance and would take a series of false steps (notably at Bastogne) which were elicited by the operations of his opponent and
divergent from the assigned larger objective.
Even at the time there was recognition in both camps that 26 December had been the day of decision.
On the 27th, the German press and radio abandoned the headline treatment of the Ardennes to feature news from Greece and Budapest. This same day the SHAEF [Supreme Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force]
propaganda bureau issued instructions that Liège, obviously no longer in danger, should be shown as the goal of the German oﬀensive.
There seems to have been a slight resurgence of forced optimism in the higher German ﬁeld headquarters toward the end of December when the appearance of more troops and guns gave some ﬂicker of hope that
Bastogne ﬁnally might be captured. But this optimism, if it was anything more than a disciplined and soldierly façade, quickly faded.
On the last day of December the OB WEST journal notes that if Bastogne cannot be taken "that is the end of the oﬀensive operation."
Hitler, no matter what exhortations he may have dispatched to Model and Rundstedt, had turned his attention away from the Ardennes.
On 29 December Rundstedt received a message that sixty-three new tanks had come oﬀ the assembly line but that OKW (for which read Hitler) would decide whether personnel replacements and artillery should be
sent OB WEST in their stead - precisely the ﬁrst step always taken by the Fuehrer when abandoning a military venture and denuding one ﬁghting front to reinforce another. (The Ardennes: Battle of the Bulge, by
Hugh M. Cole - CMH Publication 7-8, Oﬃce of the Chief of Military History, Department of the Army - pp 670 - 673.)
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